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Abstract:  Transmission line faults are common difficulties in 

today’s world. Faults mainly depend on types of load and their 

nature. Transmission lines are divided in different zones and 

hence cannot predict easily the faults and their types. Several 

protective devices have incorporated in the past few years to 

classification of fault but none guaranteed the accuracy. In this 

paper author proposes an advanced machine learning algorithm 

to classification of faults and provided some future protection 

technique to minimize faults and reliability of supply to the 

consumer. In this python learning tools author compare the two 

algorithm namely using KNeighbors Classifier and Using 

Multinomial Logistic Regression. The data for experiments are 

obtained from BBMB Punjabi Bagh 220 KV substation New 

Delhi. The real experiments validates the improvements and 

future forecasting regarding faults in lines and analysis of results 

with their accuracy are elaborated in this paper. A discussion of 

real data and their implication in future conservation of energy. 

 

Index Terms: Power system real faults, Python, KNeighbors 

Classifier and Using Multinomial Logistic Regression algorithm. 

Python and MS Excel.Python libraries numpy, pandas, matplotlib, 

seaborn, IDEs Jupyter Notebook. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The data for each sample or event has been provided in a 

separate excel sheet, which is not suitable for tradition 

analysis so we need to gather data manually from the sheet in 

a single sheet for the analysis with features as columns and 

each event information as rows. There are several 

observations for each event so we need to choose what is 

relevant to our purpose and may act as a feature. The 

prominent looking features in the data are Voltage, Load of 

Line and Frequency. Features like Line Trip on other End, 

Other Circuit, Date-Time, Weather also seemed relevant. 

Some features like Repairs Carried and Observation of the 

site may or may not have been very much relevant but 

selected at first. Other information about data was mostly not 

available or missing. After we collected the data as in 
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required way, we came to around 40 events of faults. We 

simply left the cells empty for the observation we didn’t have 

any value for a feature [1-9]. 

II. PROPOSED LAYOUT OF POWER SYSTEM 

 

Fig.1. General layout of Power System 
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Table 1 Real Data observed from 220 KV Grid 

Substation Punjabi Bagh New Delhi 

 
 

 

 
Fig.2. Trip of circuit breaker in particular time duration 

 
Fig.3. Frequency v/s voltage plot 

 

 
 

Fig.4. Distribution of voltage, frequency and load plot 

 

 
Fig.5. load v/s voltage plot 
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Fig.6. Tripping of week days plot 

 

 
Fig.7. Tripping of years plot 

 

 
Fig.8. Tripping of months plot 

 

 
Fig.9. Tripping of weather plot 

 

 
Fig.10. percentage of tripping plot 

 

 
Fig.11. Tripping reason of months plot 
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Fig.12. Histogram, kernel plot and box plot for load, 

frequency and voltage 

 

 
Fig.13. Voltage v/s load line plot in python toolsUsing 

KNeighbors Classifier 

Table 2 Accuracy train test set 
 

 

Table 3 Accuracy test set 

 

 

 
 

Table 4 Accuracy train test 

Using Multinomial Logistic Regression 
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Table 5 Accuracy test set 

 
 

From the data we clearly observed that feature like other end 

only had one value for all events which was ‘Healthy’, or 

was either missing so any such feature which has so high 

certainty and very less information gain doesn’t improve our 

model so we drop it. We dive into analysis, first we looked 

for columns with missing values, other_line_status and 

observation had almost no data values so we dropped them 

right away. There were significant missing values in repairs 

and very few missing ones in tripping_reason so we can fill 

the missing values in tripping_reasonwith themost frequent 

reason for tripping. We filled in the missing values in the 

repairs column as nil, which implies no repairs were carried. 

Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) 

We began with parsing the dates and time, date_of_trip, 

date of restoration, time_of_trip, and time_of_restoration 

we separated the months and years from the dates, and 

separated hours from the time, forming new features 

(columns) in the data. These months and days were initially 

parsed as numbers which were mapped to their respective 

names. Then we plotted the charts such as bar charts or count 

plots for these features and made some observations: 

 We found that most fault were on Fridays and 

Mondays. 

 Years were 2016 and 2017 

 Most frequent months of faults were January, May 

and June. 

Then we plotted the weather for the faults.  

 The most faults were during clear and foggy weather 

When checked for line trips at other end we found 

 There were no line trips 24% and line trips 76% of 

the times, more than thrice than no trips. 

Then we looked for the most frequent reasons observed for 

the faults and concluded 

Most faults were transient_faults or caused by bad_weather. 

Next, we moved on to our prime three features Voltage, 

load_of_line and frequency. The histograms, box 

distributions and kernel plots provided that Voltage and 

load_of_line have bell-shaped curve (follow normal 

distribution) and have satisfactory spread, no skewness of 

data or like that. However the frequency had very sharp 

peaked distribution and less variance[10-14]. So ,we inferred 

from it that it may be important now to scale our data features 

before modelling in order to avoid any dominance of features 

over other. Then we plotted these prime features against each 

other in pairs and out of three one very important observation 

was made from the Voltage vs load_of_lineplot which 

showed a pearson correlation of -0.76 between them. Such 

negative correlation is considered to be a strong negative 

correlation which implies that higher one feature (either 

voltage or load_of_line) leads to lower value of other. Now 

we know that features which are strongly correlated are 

linearly dependent, that is information about one can be 

obtained by other. So, we can’t involve any feature which 

provides information that can be given by other in order to 

avoid any multi collinearity, so we drop voltage as a feature 

for our model but keep load_of_line. 

The next we visualized are the tripping hours to see any 

patterns in faults during the span of 24 hours. 

 The faults showed two higher peaks during the very 

early morning and dusk time. But there are not very 

much data to ensure that as a pattern. So we rule it 

out as well. 

Further visualization included Repair types for the faults. 

 There mostly no repairs provided other than that 

there were at most 2 counts for any other repair 

value. So, this feature could also be considered to be 

victim of less data. 

Predictive Modelling 

The final features worth the model were three – line_trip, 

load_of_line and frequency. Next, we mapped the labelled 

target variable type_of_faultfrom string values (low, 

medium and high) to -1, 0 and 1. To make them suitable for 

model calculations. We also mapped the line_trip values 

from (yes and no) to 1 and 0. 

We used Standardization Equation to scale our data 

z=
   

 
                                                (i) 

 = Mean 

 =Standard Deviation 
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We finally came up with two predictive models one working 

on the algorithm KNeighbors Classifier and Multinomial 

Logistic Regression. Both provided a very good accuracy on 

the training data, expected. However we only have only few 

observations so we cannot test it on any validation set or 

splitting training set into two parts. Final built model is able 

to predict the type of fault for any single observation as well, 

asking for three values, line_trip, load_of_line and 

frequency. Most of our features have not been very fruitful 

but that were mainly due to lack of sufficient data, in 

presence of enough data this analysis may be very productive 

for insightful purposes. Note, this model is able to predict the 

type of fault provided that there is a fault occurred definitely 

but can’t predict if there will be a fault or not as the data only 

contains faults’ observations only.[15-22] 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 

We compared two algorithm namely Using KNeighbors 

Classifier and Using Multinomial Logistic Regression and 

we got good accuracy in terms of training and testing of data 

by multinomial logistic regression. 
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